Call for Submissions

The Journal of Mason Graduate Research is offering all graduate and professional students the opportunity to publish their work in an interdisciplinary, peer-reviewed, open-access journal. Submissions are accepted on a rolling basis. However, to be considered in the Spring 2018 issue, we suggest submitting by January 31, 2018.

Why submit?
• Improve your writing through multiple peer reviews
• Learn how to publish through a supportive and developmental process
• Advance your career and add to your CV
• Contribute to the field and allow others to build on your ideas

What should I submit?
• A revised course paper
• Literature reviews
• Meta analyses
• Book reviews
• Art & photography
• Results from pilot studies
• Works from dissertation & theses

Find manuscript guidelines and other instructions to submit at
journals.gmu.edu/jmgr

Questions? Contact: jmgr@gmu.edu

JMGR is a multidisciplinary, peer-reviewed academic journal for Mason Graduate and Professional students.